LESSON 121
Review: Digraph ay, ey

Put a circle around the pictures that have the sound of ay as in pay.

hay  honey  tray  x-ray
pray  jay  gray  key
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2 Put a square around the pictures that have the sound of ey as in key.

3 Draw a line from the word to the picture it matches.

- tray
- honey
- money
- pray
- monkey
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4 Spell the following words by adding the digraph ay or ey under the picture.

- tr- p- donk
- h- cl- k

5 Draw a line from the common noun to the picture it matches.

monkey
key
donkey
wheel
chain
honey
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.

1. We go to church and ________ each Sunday.
   - pray
   - bray
   - tray
   - trip

2. Fay put the ________ on the desk.
   - donkey
   - cougar
   - key
   - Kay

3. A ________ lives in the barn.
   - honey
   - monkey
   - stray
   - clay

4. The ________ does not fit in the lock.

5. We saw the bees make ________.
   - pray
   - bray
   - tray
   - trip

6. Our dog will ________ if we do not
   - tie him to his house.

7. Look at the pictures. Put 1 under the one that happens first;
   2 under the next one; and 3 under the one that would happen last.

[Monkeys]
[Me and my monkey]
[My monkey went to the zoo]
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Put the words in alphabetical order.

chair       monkey       dock       frog

1. ___________________  3. ___________________
2. ___________________  4. ___________________

Draw a line from the picture to the sentence it matches. Underline all the words with ay or ey in them.

They cut the hay for the cows to eat.
The jay in our tree is making a nest.
There is a big monkey at the zoo.
Mike lost the key to his trunk.
Circle the words your teacher reads.

1. stay stem stick
2. monkey money Mike
3. donkey dust day
4. pray pick pack

Draw a line from the puzzle sentence to the picture it matches.

There is rust in the honey.

The donkey can pray at the church.

The monkey can sit on money.

A dog was sitting in a clay pot.